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Once upon a time there was a tree that
was always sad, because its branch
never had a flower sprouted, only
leaves.

One day some bees approached the
tree singing:
     ”Zoom... zoom... zoom... Wow!
What an ugly tree!” One bee said. “It
only has leaves! It doesn’t have any
flower.”

Its friend said:
         “Well, I’m not staying here
because I need to produce honey for
my beehive.
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Do you know what a beehive is?
     It is the house of the bees.
     It is there that they live and
manufacture honey.
     The bees are hard workers; they
take the nectar of the flowers. The
nectar is a sweet part that all flowers
have.

Later a pretty butterfly arrived and flying
around the tree, it said:
      ”Oh, how sad is this tree! It doesn’t have
flowers! The flowers are the cheer of life…”

Later they take this nectar to their beehive and there they deposit it. Working
a little everyday... and they make the flavorful honey.
            How delicious is a honeycomb, don’t you agree?
            Well, let’s return to our history.

            The bee continued:
            “Since this tree doesn’t have any flower, I will move away.”

Did you know that the butterflies lays
its eggs in the leaves of the plants, and
from these eggs many caterpillars will
be born, and one day they will become
pretty butterflies?
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Later, some birds also came to the tree, but since
they don’t  like to make their nests in a tree
without flowers, they decide to move away, as
well.

The tree, in silence, thought: "How
tired must he be!... He must feel cold!
I will shake off my branches so that
my leaves may fall on him and serve
him like a blanked, thus he will not
feel too much cold."

How wonderful is Nature, don’t you agree?

It was already dark, when a little boy approached the tree.
         ”I am so tired that I go to lie down myself underneath of this tree.” said
the little one.

          So he laid down and slept.

In the morning, the boy woke up and said admired:
           “What do I see? Wow, so many leaves! I slept so well... How good
and generous  is this tree! It sheltered me with its leaves!”
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The little boy, thankful, said to the tree:
           “I will reward you: I will transform you into
the most beautiful and happy tree of this area.”

In addition, he continued:

“Tree, from now your branches will sprout multiple flowers, so that everyone
will be happy to admire them!”
        Later that day the bees came back and then the butterfly and the
birds, and all of them said:
       “How pretty, perfumed, and happy is this tree now! You are the
prettiest tree that exists! We will always come visit you!”

And all of them sung together with the flowers...

Do you see my little friends? God made all things in Nature and we should
respect them all, even if we don’t think they are pleasant to our eyes. The
really beauty comes from the inside, from the good deeds we practice and
the respect that we show to God’s creation.
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On a certain occasion, in the pretty and
great sky, Mr. Sun, after good day of
hard work, woke up the white Ms. Moon
and recommended:
      “My friend Ms. Moon, I am tired and I
need to sleep for a while. Take care of
the sky and do not let it to get too dark.

The Moon arose immediately. She clapped her
hands and called the little stars.
     “Fast, girls.” she said. “Fast! Wash and brush
yourselves quickly to be brilliant and shinning.
Remember that we have to make our sky very
brilliant and clear!
     The little stars appeared running and all of them
gladly started preparing themselves. What a
wonderful thing, the more they cleaned themselves
the more they shone. How beautiful they were!

Subject: Hygiene  

Well not all of them: there was one
that was quite ugly, and still very
dirty! It was the Blue star.
As soon as the moon saw it, she
spoke very angry:
     “Come here, Little Blue Star.
How come you are still so dirty,
and so dusty?”
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The Little Blue Star trembling with fear
answered a bit confused:
          “It is because yesterday I was
playing and sliding in clouds and it was
full of dust...
          “Yesterday?” Ms. Moon said
angrier. “What a shame! Then you slept
like this? Don’t do that anymore! And go
clean yourself fast, that you are already
very late.

Thus was the sky, when in the middle of the night,
the wind passed by crying out loud:
“It is going to rain! It is going to rain!”
“Fast, fast!” Ms. Moon said to the stars.“Girls, go
hid behind the clouds to avoid getting wet.”

The Little Blue Star left fast and, while she walked, she muttered:
          “I don’t like to wash myself! I do not like to brush myself either... I do
not want to be clean!”
          “Do not say such thing!” The other stars said to her. “Don’t you know
that when you are clean our light is seen on Earth? At this time lots of
people must be looking at us, amazed by our beautiful, and exclaiming: ‘Oh
how beautiful, a starry night!’”
But in spite of this explanation the Little Blue Star was not convinced to
clean herself and she ran away fast, all dirty, trying to hide from Ms. Moon.
It was getting gloomy and the sky was full of shining stars.

However, there was a hidden corner very dark
where nothing was shining. It was there that the
Little Blue Star decided to hide. She was so dirty
that no one could see its light.
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The Little Stars, very nervous, ran from here to there until they were
protected from the big rainy cloud.
        Ms. Moon counted them. One was missing! Who would that be? Ah,
The Little Blue Star!
        Where would she be? The careful Ms. Moon looked all over the sky,
and couldn’t find the Little Blue Star. Then, she sighed very sadly, and
started looking for a place to hide herself.

There, in the dark corner of the sky was the Little Blue Star, trembling of
fear because of the rain. She did not want to get wet, but she could not see
the way back toward the great cloud.
 “Ah! If Ms. Moon could see me, she would come for me!” The
Little Blue Star said, crying. “But, dirty like I am, nobody sees me! I will
never more be dirty, never more!”
  While she cried a wonderful thing happened, her tears began to
roll down her face, washing it, and it started to shine and its brightness was
spreading throughout the sky.

From the place where she was, Ms. Moon saw that tiny blue light and, very
happy, she yelled :
        “Come here, Little Blue Star, the great cloud is here! Run, the rain is
coming!”
The Little Blue Star, hearing Ms. Moon’s voice, looked around and saw the
great cloud now illuminated by its bluish brightness. She ran fast and hid
herself well. The rain arrived, wetting everything, in the sky and on Earth.
While it was raining, the Little Blue Star went to take a bath and to brush
herself so that she could shine as the other stars.
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When it stopped raining, the Little Blue Star left the great cloud running. On
Earth, people looked at the sky and said:
        “Look the rain has stopped and there is a star in the sky. Oh, how
bright she is!”

Soon thereafter, the other stars begin to leave the other clouds spreading
around in the sky, each of them shining in its own place.
     However, among all the stars, the Little Blue Star was the one that
called more attention because of its different brightness, of a beautiful
bluish color.
 From this day on, as soon as she awakes the Little Blue Star says:
       “Clean I am, because I like the water and the soap!”


